Ranger & Ranger All
American Series

UNRIVALLED PERFORMANCE, ADVANCED
TECHNOLOGIES & COMPONENTS PROVIDE A
FLEXIBLE, MULTI-TALENTED SERIES OF TRAPS

The Ranger series surpasses the performance and reliability of any trap on
the market other than our own high capacity Sporter 400TT & Super Sporter
ranges. A 300 clay capacity, strong 100 yard performance, fast re-cocking
and high reliability mechanics provides you with a flexible, multi-talented
series of traps. This trap is well suited for larger clubs and commercial
grounds where near constant use places a heavy demand on components and
machine down time can mean lost revenue.
The newest evolution of the Ranger series, our Ranger All American,
incorporates a host of new features aimed at making it the most versatile launcher available. It is able to throw targets at angles of up to 70
degrees and downhill targets of up to 10 degrees below the horizontal.
Thanks to our innovative spring-action, hand-operated locating pin, the
tilt angle of the trap can be changed in a matter of seconds without the
use of a wrench.
Ranger All American on our
innovative Rapid-Set Tilt & Turn Base

For a completely different flight profile, many ranges have included our
Ranger All American Left/Hand model in their layouts.









Stainless Steel, alloy and corrosion protected parts for long lasting rust protection
High strength main frame and components for constant commercial use
Holds 300 clays
Throwing distance up to 90 Yards
Tilt & Turn Base (excludes Wobble)
Rapid-Set tilt & vertical adjustment with
the spring loaded locating pin (All American model only)
1.5 second re-cocking time
Powered by 12 volt battery or optional
110v transformer
OPTION

Tilt Base set in
Teal Position
(up to 70° vertical )

Footswitch







Proven “Knife Edge” system to feed wet
or frozen clays without failure
Throws standard or midi clays with a
quick change of the carousel (All American model)
Mini version available in the standard
Ranger model
Comes with 162’ release cable, quality
release switch and comprehensive owners manual.
Lifetime warranty on clutch and main
bearing; 3 year warranty on all other
parts

DESCRIPTION
Ideal for solo use as it allows the shooter to release targets while keeping both hands
on the gun. It is a heavy duty unit designed to take field use.

Extension Cable 162' extension cable for increased distance between the shooter and trap.
Radio Release
Systems

PROMATIC, INC.
WWW.PROMATIC.BIZ

Say goodbye to trailing wires and allow for quick course changes. High efficiency
units allow for wireless use of any Promatic launcher.
Great for solo shooting. Short cable fits between the trap and a standard release,
footswitch, or radio release. 2.5 second delay between pressing fire and the trap
Pro-Delay Cable release. Press twice to get a following pair; up to 6 times for a mini flurry. Simple,
waterproof, no batteries or wiring.
Cart

This 2 wheel cart with pin-hitch connection makes any sporting Promatic machine fully
portable. Includes battery mount and 12" solid rubber tires.

Solar Panel

Harness the power of the sun to maintain the charge in your battery for continued
shooting for days without the worry of the battery losing charge.

Transformer

Add our transformer to run your machine on either 110v electricity or 12v DC power.
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Also in the Ranger series is the Ranger Wobble trap with rapid response dual motor wobble movement on the horizontal and vertical planes. Our Ranger Wobble has six different rotation angle settings and three different elevation angle settings. The machine also features a built in timer to stop the
oscillation motors once shooting has finished thus extending the battery life
between charges.

Ranger Wobble

Ranger Chondel / Rabbit
w/ Tilt & Turn Base

The Ranger Chondel / Rabbit provides versatility with dual throwing arms and tilt and turn base.
This trap throws conventional clays either just
above the ground, as loopers, or near vertical
teal. With a quick change of the throwing arm, it
can release Rabbit targets on the ground or in the
air. The speed of these adjustments allow clubs
to change their course as often as they want to
meet their requirements.

Our Tilt & Turn Base
Gives rapid changes to flight direction and profile

KEY TECHNOLOGY

MINIS
Mini traps require a specifically designed carousel, dropping mechanism and ‘Knife Edge’ to achieve
optimal performance. A Promatic
trap is not a Promatic unless it can
achieve this year after year regardless of the weather, target size or
other external factors. We offer Mini
trap models in all of our club and
commercial product lines.
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